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LocknLock’s Commitments

Every Moment, Make Your Story



Market Environment

What are the benefits to using tumblers?

Why are may people using them?
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* Source: 

- USA TODAY  - Euromonitor -Research and Markets   -KOTRA   -Edexlive -The New Plastics Economy

In 2015, 34.5 million tons of plastic was generated in the United States, which was 13.1 percent of *MSW creation.

In a business-as-usual scenario, the ocean is expected to contain 1 ton of plastic for every 3 tons of fish by 2025, and by 2050, there will be more plastics than fish (by 

weight).
*MSW (Municipal solid waste)



Market Environment

Globally, action is being taken with the goal of achieving a plastic-free world.

It is not a matter of SHOULD we do it, but we MUST do it.
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https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/nation/2019/06/10/canada-plans-

ban-single-use-plastics-2021/1409141001/

* Source: 

- USA TODAY

https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/nation/2019/06/10/canada-plans-ban-single-use-plastics-2021/1409141001/


Market Environment

A growing number of companies conduct an eco-friendly campaign.

Especially, related to reusable cups such as a bottles / tumblers.
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* Source: 

-Sightline institute  -Coconuts  Manila 



Development Background
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It only has the necessary things.

“Metro helps find happiness in a ordinary day”

‘Sophisticated  design’ ‘Portable’ ‘Thermal/Cold 

Insulation ’



Target consumers
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Who

When

Students and people who are just starting out 

in a career or likes outdoor activities

(Late 10’s ~ Early 20’s)

 Anywhere, any time 

 On the way to work or school with coffee

 On-the-go: office, café, camping, outdoor activities

 Stay hot / cool

What

Salaried employees who enjoy their lives

(Early 20’s ~ Middle 30’s)





LocknLock Tumbler_Metro

School/Office

Line 
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LocknLock product line

METRO tumbler inspired by metro city lifestyle gives you a convenient and joyful experience with 

sophisticated color & modish design.

Minimal design includes LocknLock design 

language 

Perfect match with modern life along with their life styles 

school/office line
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With a design of functionality and stylish external appearance, it makes your 

story.

Thanks to the handy strap & light weight, you can take Metro bottle/tumbler 

everywhere.

Also, it has outstanding airtight technology.

With LocknLock’s triple air cap and double vacuum wall technology, you can drink 

cold beverages whenever you want it during the day.
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Minimal design of Northern European style and pastel color, 

it gives you a comfortable feeling.

You will love having the Metro bottle/tumbler with you, everywhere.
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Metro is inspired from the practicality of Northern Europe and 

refined design of modern life. It is designed to feel excitement 

for every day.

Designer from Northern Europe

Many experiences in Europe/Asia/USA

(Present) Daylight chief designer

(Previous) Samsung Electronics chief designer

Graduated from Sweden Umea Institute of Design MFA
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On-the-go everywhere with the hand strap makes your hands-free.

The Metro is just as light weight as smartphone. 

The cap has leakproof technology from LocknLock.
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Enjoy your cool/hot drinks 

everywhere without worrying 

about leaks.

The Metro is as light as a smartphone.With the hand strap, it’s easy to hold 

even when carrying a big load.

1 2 3
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Normal Tumbler Metro Double Tumbler

Comparison photos

사진/이미지작업 필요

Metro, keeps ice from not poring out with silicone strainer, lets you drink conveniently.
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Tips for cool drink! 

Accommodates any size straw!

Silicone strainer is detachable
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Designed with an easy-grip,

anybody can hold it and drink from it one handed.
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Special feature of Metro!

The powder coating gives more texture to the 

bottle/tumbler.

Fits most 

people’s hand sizes
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With a silicone bottom, 

not only does it dampen noise when you put the bottle/tumbler down, 

but relieves shock when it is dropped.
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We are sure you want to focus on enjoying your work rather than 

being concerned about the noise it makes, especially in quiet places 

like libraries.
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* 470㎖ Metro Single

Cold

8℃ below

Up to 12hours

Hot

65℃ above

Up to 12hours

• Excellent at maintaining hot/cool temperature with double 

vacuum structure

• No sweat on the surface even if the contents are cold or 

hot

Try Metro and experience the surprising technology of 3-

layer air cap

Upgraded insulation with 3-layer air cap, 

and strengthen cold insulation with double-vacuum wall.
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Outside of bottle

Inside of bottle

Vacuumed 

layer

EPS (styrofoam)

Bubble (Air cap)

EPS (styrofoam)

* A lot of other cap has no styrofoam or inner material 
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METRO Single
To go with you everywhere

212mm

50mm

73mm

50mm

298mm

73mm

Less noise

Silicone Bottom

On-the-go activities

Hand Strap

Triple air cap from LocknLock

Excellent hot/cold insulation

Ergonomic design

Easy-grip Durable and sophisticated

Stainless Steel 304

470 ml / 16 oz 710 ml / 24 oz
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212mm

73mm

298mm

73mm

50mm

30mm

50mm

30mm

Prevent ice poring out ,

Unique feature of Metro Double 

Silicone Strainer

Scratch resistant

Powder coating with trendy color

Easy to drink 

made of heat resistant 110℃ material

Metro Double Cap

METRO Double
Excellent hot/cool insulation

470 ml / 16 oz 710 ml / 24 oz

On-the-go activities

Hand Strap

Less noise

Silicone Bottom

Triple air cap from LocknLock

Excellent hot/cold insulation

Ergonomic design

Easy-grip

Durable and sophisticated

Stainless Steel 304
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Features At-a-Glance!09

Description
Metro Single Metro Double

Spec. Features Spec. Features

Capacity 470㎖ / 710㎖ - 470㎖ / 710㎖ -

Size (mm) 73*73*230 or 298 - Possible to put in car cup holders 73*73*230 or 298 - Possible to put in car cup holders

Weight (g) 212g / 336g - Abt. iPhone Max (208g) 292g / 365g -

Material STS304
- Durable and corrosion resistant

- BPA Free
STS304

- Durable and corrosion resistant

- BPA Free

CAP
Single Cap - Double Cap - Convenient hydration spout cap

Silicone Seal - Leak-proof Silicone Seal - Leak-proof

Exterior Coating X - Powder Coating - Scratch resistant

Special

Features

Hand Strap
- Portable

- Detachable for easy cleaning
Hand Strap

- Portable

- Detachable for easy cleaning

Silicone Bottom
- Less noise

- Absorbs shock 
Silicone Bottom

- Less noise

- Absorbs shock 

- - Ice Strainer
- Suitable for ice

- Straw can be used

Color Single -
Rosy Pink / Space Gray

/ Navy Sky
-

Special features
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